A Comprehensive CT Dose Reduction Program Using the ACR Dose Index Registry.
The purpose of this article is to demonstrate the role of the ACR Dose Index Registry(®) (DIR) in a dose reduction program at a large academic health care system. Using the ACR DIR, radiation doses were collected for four common CT examination types (head without contrast, chest with contrast, chest without contrast, and abdomen and pelvis with contrast). Baseline analysis of 7,255 CT examinations from seven scanners across the institution was performed for the period from December 1, 2011, to March 15, 2012. A comprehensive dose reduction initiative was guided by the identification of targets for dose improvement from the baseline analysis. Data for 14,938 examinations from the same seven scanners were analyzed for the postimplementation period of January 1, 2013, to July 1, 2013. The program included protocol changes, iterative reconstruction, optimization of scan acquisition, technologist education, and continuous monitoring with feedback tools. Average decrease in median dose-length product (DLP) across scanners was 30% for chest CT without contrast, 29% for noncontrast head CT, 26% for abdominal and pelvic CT with contrast, and 10% for chest CT with contrast. Compared with average median DLP in the ACR DIR, the median institution-wide CT DLPs after implementation were lower by 33% for chest CT without contrast, 32% for chest CT with contrast, 26% for abdominal and pelvic CT with contrast, and 6% for head CT without contrast. A comprehensive CT dose reduction program using the ACR DIR can lead to substantial dose reduction within a large health care system.